Background
The School of Education have recently launched the *International Language Teaching Alumni Resource* (ILTAR). This is an open educational resource where alumni, like you, can share your experiences with students and other alumni, with a focus on Career Pathway, Teaching Practice and Continuing Professional Development.

What are the advantages of being a Classroom Insights Contributor?
Hearing your personal stories about working in the classroom and learning about your varied Career Pathway and Teaching Practice experiences will help give insight, inspiration and ideas to current students and your fellow alumni. Your contributions will help provide students with a greater understanding of future career possibilities and reveal the wide-reaching scope of a Language Teacher Education qualification.

Who will benefit from your contribution?
- Alumni and current students from the Masters in Teaching English for Academic Purposes (TEAP), Masters in Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL)
- The School of Education may also use contributions to help inform the curriculum
- You will also benefit from the contributions of others like you

Who can be a Classroom Insights Contributor?
You!
Alumni from face-to-face and web-based Masters in TEAP and TESOL are encouraged to contribute right away. As this is an online opportunity, alumni can participate from anywhere in the world.

In what form can I submit my contributions?
Contributions can be submitted in a variety of formats, including written reflections, audio sound bites and video clips. It should only take approx. one hour for you to complete your narrative. The School of Education will contact you with guidelines on how to submit your contribution and will provide further information about the platform.

How and when do I apply to register my interest in becoming a Classroom Insights Contributor?
Applying is very quick and easy! Simply email martha.jones@nottingham.ac.uk to register you interest immediately.